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Abstract
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the ground

of control systems, which are however, vulnerable to a va-
riety of cyber attacks, especially for networked control sys-
tems. To mitigate this issue, we design PLC-Sleuth, a novel
non-invasive intrusion detection/localization system for PLCs,
grounding on a set of control invariants — i.e., the correla-
tions between sensor readings and the concomitantly trig-
gered PLC commands — that exist pervasively in all con-
trol systems. Specifically, taking the system’s Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition log as input, PLC-Sleuth ab-
stracts/identifies the system’s control invariants as a control
graph using data-driven structure learning, and then monitors
the weights of graph edges to detect anomalies thereof, which
is in turn, a sign of intrusion. We have implemented and eval-
uated PLC-Sleuth using both a prototype of Secure Ethanol
Distillation System (SEDS) and a realistically simulated Ten-
nessee Eastman (TE) process.

1 Introduction

Background. Commodity Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs) are proved vulnerable to cyber attacks [1, 2]. Re-
searchers have identified >36.7K PLCs that can be accessed
by scanning the ports of common communication protocols,
such as Modbus and Siemens S7 [3, 4]. Symantec has also
confirmed the feasibility of hijacking a number of mission-
critical PLCs [5], such as acquiring credentials of the target
PLC to administer destructive payloads. Keliris and Mani-
atakos have designed an autonomous process to compromise
PLCs [6], facilitating the executable program injection [7]
or firmware modification [8]. After compromising the PLC,
adversaries can mount a variety of attacks, including but not
limited to:

• Command Injection Attacks. The malware TRITON was
launched remotely in Saudi Arabia in 2017 [9] to disturb
the operations of safety actuators in a petrochemical facility.
These actuators were originally designed to take remedial
actions in case of emergency, while TRITON instead sent
them adversarial commands to shut down the facilities.

• Cooperative Stealthy Attacks. To hide attacks from being
detected, adversaries can even mount advanced stealthy at-
tacks to PLCs, by not only tampering control commands,

but also cooperatively forging the Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) logs with historical (and nor-
mal) data. An example of this stealthy attack is the worm
Stuxnet which damaged hundreds of centrifuges [10]. A
firmware vulnerability of Allen Bradley PLCs exposed in
2017 [11] allows modifying the PLCs’ control commands
and forging sensor readings.

Protecting PLCs Using Control Invariants. To mitigate the
above issues, we design a non-invasive data-driven intrusion
detection system (IDS) for PLCs, which we call PLC-Sleuth.
The foundation of PLC-Sleuth is a set of control invariants
that exist pervasively in all control systems: the control com-
mands issued by PLCs correlate strongly with the concomitant
sensor readings. PLC-Sleuth automatically identifies these
control invariants using system’s SCADA logs, and abstracts
them as a control graph, in which the nodes represent system
variables, such as commands, sensor readings, and control
setpoints, and the weights of edges quantify the strength of
correlations between system variables. PLC-Sleuth then cap-
tures the normal behavior of the weights of graph edges using
data-driven approaches, and detects, at runtime, the anomalies
— edges with abnormal weights indicate the control channels
between corresponding system variables have been compro-
mised. PLC-Sleuth has the following salient properties.

• A Cyber-Physical IDS. PLC-Sleuth is built on a set of
physically-induced invariants of control systems, i.e., a
given actuation is always triggered by specific real-
time sensor measurements, which can be observed as
the correlations between the time series of issued con-
trol commands and the concomitant sensor readings.
This physically-induced correlation (i.e., control invariant)
makes PLC-Sleuth reliable as the correlation will not
change unless the control rules are updated, and perva-
sively deployable because such control invariants exist in
all control systems.

• A Non-Invasive IDS. Taking the SCADA logs of a con-
trol system as input, PLC-Sleuth automatically identi-
fies the control invariants, and uses them to protect the
PLCs thereof, via data-driven approaches without prob-
ing/perturbing the system, i.e., PLC-Sleuth is non-invasive
and thus easy to deploy.

• An IDS Localizing Intrusions. PLC-Sleuth, besides detect-
ing intrusions at PLCs, also localizes the compromised con-
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trol loops thereof, facilitating swift repair/forensics of the
PLCs; the control system otherwise remains unreliable no
matter how well the intrusions are detected.

We have implemented and evaluated PLC-Sleuth using
our Secure Ethanol Distillation System (SEDS) prototype
and a representative/realistic TE chemical process. We first
evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s identification of control invariants —
in the form of a control graph — using various volumes of
training data. We then evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detec-
tion/localization using the constructed control graph against
command injection attacks and cooperative stealthy attacks,
with various deviations from the normal commands. The re-
sults show that for SEDS and TE respectively, PLC-Sleuth
identifies system invariants with {100%, 98.11%} accuracy,
detects PLC attacks — even those change the normal com-
mands by only 0.12% — with {98.33%/0.85‰, 100%/0%}
true/false positives, and localizes compromised control loops
with {93.22%, 96.76%} accuracy.

2 Preliminaries and Basic Idea

Here we present the necessary background of control systems
and the basic idea of PLC-Sleuth, using our prototype of
an ethanol distillation control system, called SEDS (Secure
Ethanol Distillation System), as an example. Distillation is the
process of separating constituents in a liquid mixture based
on the differences in their volatility. SEDS is a scaled-down
but fully operational distillation plant, which purifies alcohol
from water and is capable of producing alcohol with a purity
of 90%.

2.1 SEDS Prototype
A typical control system has four main components organized
as feedback control loops [12]:

• A physical process, e.g., an ethanol distillation process;
• A set of sensors that measure the physical states y of the

process, e.g., the temperature and liquid level of the relevant
distillation tower;

• A set of controllers that generate a set of control commands
u based on the control error x := s− y, i.e., the difference
between sensor reading y and the expected setpoint s;

• A set of actuators that operate as instructed by the con-
trollers’ commands u, e.g., the valves controlling the feed-
ing of materials.

Fig. 1(a) shows our prototype of SEDS, implemented us-
ing a control network consisting of sensors, actuators and
a SIMATIC S7-300 PLC, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The PLC
is equipped with a 315-2 PN/DP CPU, one 32bits DI mod-
ule, two 8× 13 bits AI modules, one 32 bits DO module,
and one 8×12 bits AO module. SEDS’s operation is moni-
tored/logged by a WinCC SCADA system, including 3 set-
points, 11 sensor readings, and 3 control commands. The
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Figure 1: The Secure Ethanol Distillation System (SEDS)
prototype in our lab.
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Figure 2: Sequence of CPU executions in PLC [13].

control rules of SEDS are programmed with ladder logic us-
ing the Siemens Step7 software. SEDS purifies alcohol from
the water with two basic operations — i.e., tower boiling and
condenser cooling — realized using three feedback loops, as
shown in Fig. 1(c).

• Loop-1 regulates the tower temperature to a pre-defined
level s1, at which SEDS achieves a high separation effi-
ciency. The temperature controller (TC) generates a com-
mand u1 based on the difference between s1 and temper-
ature y1 collected using a temperature sensor (i.e., x1 =
s1− y1), to control the opening/closing of valve V1 (and
hence the fuel flow) to regulate the tower temperature to s1.

• Loop-2 maintains the flow of the condenser’s cooling wa-
ter — monitored with a liquid level sensor y2 — around
a pre-defined level s2 to condense ethanol from gas to liq-
uid, which is then refluxed to the tower to improve the
distillation concentration further. Both excessive or defi-
cient ethanol refluxing impede the heat/mass transfer and
degrade the distillation quality. Also, an unstable flow of
cooling water may damage the pump physically. The flow
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Figure 3: Correlations between SEDS’s command u2 and flow difference x2.

controller (FC) sends a command u2 to the valve V2 to
regulate the cooling water based on x2 = s2− y2.

• Loop-3 controls the level of the tower’s liquid material (i.e.,
sensor reading y3) to an optimized setpoint s3, which is also
affected by the ethanol reflux in Loop-2. An unstable liquid
level induces premature flood and thus degrades distilla-
tion efficiency [14]. Similar to the TC and FC, the level
controller (LC) of Loop-3 generates a command u3 based
on the difference x3 = s3− y3 and sends it to valve V3 to
control the distillation tower’s liquid level, by regulating
the input flow.

The specific rules of these control loops are implemented in
SEDS’s PLC, using the Bang-Bang and Proportional-Integral-
Derivative (PID) algorithms, which determine the control
signals u based on the current and historical control errors
x [15, 16]. In short, SEDS controls system states {y1, y2, y3}
based on setpoints {s1, s2, s3} using control commands {u1,
u2, u3}. These interactions among sensors, setpoints and con-
trol commands form the basis of all control systems. At the
same time, sensors {y4, . . . , y11} provide more information
for system monitoring.

2.2 Attack Model
We consider the following attack model targeting at the PLC
of a given control system:

a) The attacker can mount the command injection attack dur-
ing the program execution period (see Fig. 2) by down-
loading malicious code to PLC.

b) Atop the injection attack, the attacker can deliver cooper-
ative stealthy attacks by further replaying normal sensor
readings to the PLC’s process-image input (PII) table. Note
that SCADA reads sensor readings from PII table, which
happens after the execution of malicious code (see Fig. 2).
This way, the attacker can deceive the system monitor to
conclude a normal operation even if a successful attack
has been launched [10].

c) The attacker cannot modify the record of actual commands
issued during system operation, i.e., any forged commands
issued by the attacker will be logged as they are. This is be-
cause PIO table logs all commands and remains unchanged

after the execution of the program [17]. By reading from
the PIO table (see Fig. 2), SCADA obtains control com-
mands that are actually issued.

We next use a cooperative stealthy attack mounted at
SEDS to motivate PLC-Sleuth. The forged commands dis-
turb SEDS’s normal operation, while the faked system logs
deceive the system monitor to conclude a normal system op-
eration during/after the attack. Specifically, let us consider
the case that an attacker aims to degrade the distillation qual-
ity by hacking SEDS’s Loop-2 to trigger an unstable reflux.
The increment of command u2 under a normal operation is
proportional to x2, i.e., a x2 := (s2−y2)L/min flow difference
triggers the adjustment of the valve by

∆u2 =−0.01(∆x2 +0.17× x2). (1)

By exploiting the PLC’s vulnerabilities, e.g., modifying the
s7otbxdx.dll file of Step7 [10], the attacker downloads a pay-
load to the PLC and implement a malicious control rule of

∆ua
2 =−0.1(∆x2 +0.17× x2), (2)

thus degrading the stability of the cooling process and causing
oscillations in ethanol reflux. Note that the tower level y3 will
also be affected by this hacked ∆ua

2 due to an unstable ethanol
reflux, degrading the distillation quality further. Also, to hide
the abnormal deviations of {y2, y3}, the attacker replaces the
sensor logs of {ya

2, ya
3} with historical steady-state records, by

overwriting the PLC’s process-image table. This way, the sen-
sor logs (i.e., {y2, y3}) appear normal to the operator whereas
the SEDS is actually manipulated by the attacker.

2.3 Basic Idea of PLC-Sleuth
As stated above, the control command u is generated based
on the control error x = s− y, using the pre-defined control
rules written in the PLC. This incurs strong/reliable correla-
tions between u and x, which we use as the system’s control
invariants. Fig. 3 visualizes such a control invariant between
∆u2 and x2: when SEDS is attacked as described above, the
control invariant in Fig. 3(a) changes noticeably due to the
malicious control rule in Eq. (2), for both the command in-
jection attack (Fig. 3(b)) and the cooperative stealthy attack
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Figure 4: Different patterns of setpoint, sensor, command variables in SEDS’s Loop-2.

(Fig. 3(c)). PLC-Sleuth uses these control invariants to de-
tect PLC intrusions, by detecting deviations of these control
invariants from their normal behaviors. The challenge is, in
turn, to identify/abstract the system’s control invariants, which
PLC-Sleuth addresses using a control graph.

3 Abstracting Control Invariants

For a given control system, PLC-Sleuth identifies and ab-
stracts its control invariants — defined by the system vari-
ables and the interactions thereof — using a control graph.
Specifically, the control graph is defined as a weighted and di-
rected acyclic graph G(V,E,W), where: (i) V is the set of nodes
representing system variables (i.e., setpoints, sensor readings,
and commands), (ii) E is the set of directed edges connecting
nodes in V, representing the correlations among system vari-
ables, and (iii) W is the set of edge weights, representing the
strength of the correlations described by E. Specifically,

• V = {S,Y,U} consists of a setpoint node set S, a sensor
node set Y , and a command node set U, which can be ob-
tained/identified automatically from the SCADA logs. Note
that in control systems, the number of nodes in U is no less
than that in S, i.e., |U| ≥ |S|.

• E = {Ey
s ,Eu

y} consists of a control error edge set Ey
s con-

necting nodes in S to nodes in Y , and a control command
edge set Eu

y connecting nodes in Y to nodes in U. An edge
exists in E when its two nodes belong to the same control
loop. The commonly used decentralized control scheme —
one sensor is fed back for the generation of one targeted
control command, and vise versa [18] — makes both the
out-degree of nodes in Y and the in-degree of nodes in U
equal to 1.

• W = {Wy
s ,Wu

y } consists of an error weight set Wy
s for con-

trol error edges in Ey
s and a command weight set Wu

y for
control command edges in Eu

y . PLC-Sleuth exploits Wu
y

to detect and localize PLC intrusions, by monitoring Wu
y

in real time and detecting the anomalies thereof. Note that
the error weight set Wy

s could also be used to detect PLC
attacks/anomalies, i.e., the sensor readings Y should be
close to the corresponding setpoint S in a stable control

system [12]. This approach, however, is (i) vulnerable to re-
played sensor logs in cooperative stealthy attacks [19], and
(ii) orthogonal to PLC-Sleuth and thus not discussed here.
Also, the fact that G includes two types of edges/weights dif-
fers it from the traditional structure learning graphs [20,21].

Next we explain PLC-Sleuth’s classification of nodes and
edges. For the ease of description, we use si, y j, and uk to
denote nodes belonging to S, Y , and U, respectively, and use
e

y j
si and euk

y j to represent edges belonging to Ey
s and Eu

y .

Setpoint Node Set S. A setpoint node si ∈ S denotes an
expected state of system, which will not fluctuate when the
system is operating, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Figs. 20(a)-
20(c) in Appendix.

Sensor Node Set Y . A sensor node y j ∈ Y captures the
system’s real-time state. Because of the environment noise
and the sensor measurement error, the readings of y j show
small but consistent vibrations, as observed in Fig. 4(b) and
Figs. 20(d)-20(n) in Appendix.

Command Node Set U. A command node uk ∈ U reflects
the actuation to achieve the pre-defined system state, and
fluctuates with the readings of the corresponding sensor. The
issued command uk will be smooth to protect the actuator, as
shown in Fig. 4(c) and Figs. 20(o)-20(q) in Appendix.

Error Weight Set Wy
s . The weight of control error edge

w
y j
si ∈Wy

s captures the difference between system state y j and
the corresponding setpoint si over the recent l samples,

w(y1,··· ,yd)
si = |

l

∑
t=1

(si(t)− f (y1(t), · · · ,yd(t)))|, (3)

where d is the number of sensors used to estimate the system
state using function f , which can be obtained from control
algorithms’ expressions or binary files [22].

Command Weight Set Wu
y . Mutual information (MI) — a

metric commonly used to characterize conditional depen-
dency between variables using their posterior probability dis-
tribution [23] — is an intuitive metric to define command
weight wuk

y j ∈Wu
y . Specifically, the weight of command edge

can be defined as the normalized mutual information, i.e.,

wuk
y j
=

I(xi,uk)

H(uk)
, (4)
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Figure 5: Static correlations (calculated according to Eq. (4))
between SEDS’s commands and sensor readings.

where xi is the control error between si and y j, H(uk) is the
entropy of the recent sequence of commands uk, and I(xi,uk)
denotes the MI between xi and uk, which is calculated using
the joint probability density function of variable xi and uk
(denoted as p(ξ,η)) as

I(xi,uk) = ∑
ξ∈X

∑
η∈U

p(ξ,η) log
(

p(ξ,η)
p(ξ)p(η)

)
. (5)

However, because a variable’s posterior probability only
depicts static information, MI has limited ability to quantify
the dynamic correlation between sensor measurement y and
command u. Fig. 5 shows the scatter plot of SEDS’s sensor
readings {y2, y3} and control commands {u2, u3}, showing
their low correlation when only considering samples collected
at a given time instant — the weighting scheme in Eq. (4)
may not work well for PLC-Sleuth.

To mitigate the above limitation, we define a novel transi-
tion correlation, using the correlation between the two time
series of ∆u and y, as visualized in Fig. 6 where the close-
to-diagonal path indicates much stronger correlation (when
compared to Fig. 5).

Specifically, inspired by the fact that the command uk is
triggered according to the current and historical values of its
corresponding error series xi = si−yi, we define the transition
mutual information (TMI) as,

T MI(xi,∆uk) = ∑
ξ∈X τ

∑
η∈U1

p(ξ,η) log
(

p(ξ,η)
p(ξ)p(η)

)
, (6)

where τ is the length of sequences used for characterizing
variables’ transitions. This way, PLC-Sleuth calculates the
command weight wuk

y j as

wuk
y j
=

T MI(xi,∆uk)

H(∆uk)
. (7)

The weighting of MI and TMI are compared statistically
in Table 1 of Sec. 5.
Control Graph Example. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the
control graph G(VSEDS,ESEDS,WSEDS) of SEDS, where

VSEDS = {{s1,s2,s3},{y1,y2,y3},{u1,u2,u3}},
ESEDS = {{ey1
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Figure 6: Transition correlations (calculated according to
Eq. (7)) between SEDS’s commands and sensor readings.
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Note that, again, both the out-degree of {y1,y2,y3} and the in-
degree of {u1,u2,u3} are 1. The sensor variables {y4, . . . ,y11},
which are used for system monitoring only, are not shown in
Fig. 7 for clarity.

4 Design of PLC-Sleuth

Fig. 8 presents the logic flow of PLC-Sleuth: constructing
the control graph G(V,E,W) of the system-of-interest by iden-
tifying the variable’s connections (i.e., edges E) and the corre-
sponding weight W, and monitoring the time series of weight
W u

y to detect and localize PLC attacks.

4.1 Construction of Control Graph
An intuitive way to construct the control graph is to have
system designers manually extract it from system documents
(e.g., engineering flow diagrams, loop diagrams, logic dia-
grams, electrical control diagrams, etc.). However, this re-
quires significant human efforts or field-expertise and is error-
prone [24]. As an alternative, PLC-Sleuth constructs the
control graph G automatically with a data-driven approach,
using the historical (and normal) SCADA logs.

4.1.1 Identifying Vertex Set

PLC-Sleuth identifies the nodes of G automatically using
the SCADA logs: (i) setpoint variables are of constant values,
(ii) sensor readings are of consistent and small vibrations, and
(iii) control commands are of continuous/smooth values, as
shown in Fig. 4. PLC-Sleuth first identifies the setpoint node
set S by finding the constant variables (i.e. H(si) = 0). Then
by calculating the vibrations-signal ratio (VSR) of variable y j,
PLC-Sleuth identifies sensor node set Y from the variables
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with consistent fluctuation. Here we define vibrations as the
curve crests/troughs y j(k) in y j, where y′j(k)× y′j(k+1)< 0,
and V SRy j as the maximum ratio of crests/troughs in a period
samples of y j. With a 10 persistent samples setting, all sensor
nodes in SEDS have the VSR of 1, as shown in Fig. 9. After
selecting nodes with high VSR (larger than 0.5 in Fig. 9) as
sensor node set, the unclassified variables are classified as the
command node set U.

4.1.2 Identifying Edge Set for PLCs with Single Feed-
back Loops

On top of the identified nodes, PLC-Sleuth has to identify the
edges and determine their weights. For the ease of description,
let us first consider the construction of control graphs for PLCs
consisting of loops with only a single feedback channel, e.g.,
the three control loops in SEDS. We will later extend the
graph construction to more complex control loops involving
multiple (and likely coupled) feedback channels.
• Step-I: Identifying Ey

s Edges. PLC-Sleuth first identifies
the error edges in Ey

s , which allows the identification of com-
mand edges in Eu

y later. It is desirable for control systems to
operate at a steady state that leads to a high system efficiency,
which is achieved in practice by using a set of setpoints for
each feedback loop of the PLC. Hence, we expect the sensor
reading y to be close to its corresponding setpoint s, which
steers PLC-Sleuth’s identification of edges in Ey

s . The basic
idea is that, for each node s̃i ∈ S, we identify its corresponding
edge in Ey

s by finding the node ỹ j ∈ Y , such that the weight
w

ỹ j
s̃i

(calculated with Eq. (3)) is the smallest among all the
{s̃i, y j} pairs. Taking SEDS as an example, {s1,s2,s3} are set
as {51◦C,4.5L/min,0.29m}, and the sensor readings {y1, y2,
y3} fluctuate around {51, 4.5, 0.29}. As a result, the weights
of {wy1

s1 , wy2
s2 , wy3

s3 } tend to be small positive values.
After identifying the edge connecting y j to si, PLC-Sleuth

obtains the corresponding time series of control error xi(t) =
si(t)− y j(t), which are used to identify the command edges
in Eu

y , as we explain next.
• Step-II: Identifying Eu

y Edges. For each of the above iden-

tified error edges e
y j
si ∈ Ey

s , PLC-Sleuth further matches its
sensor node y j to the command node uk of the same control
loop. Typically, a control algorithm regulates an actuator’s
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action based on sensor measurements to minimize the control
error, making a command node uk closely correlated with the
sensor reading y j of the same control loop. We use Eq. (7)
to quantify the correlation between nodes y j and uk, based
on the identified Ey

s . Similar to the identification of edges in
Ey

s , we match a command node ũk to the sensor node ỹ j of an
identified measurement edge e

ỹ j
s̃i

, by finding the maximal wũk
ỹ j

(calculated with Eq. (7)) in all the {ỹ j, uk} pairs. This way,
PLC-Sleuth matches each sensor node ỹ j of the identified
edge in Ey

s with the most correlated command node ũk ∈U .

• Step-III: Rematching of Repeated Eu
y Edges. A control

command u operates an actuator in the same control loop.
However, the operated actuator does not only affect control
loop to which it belongs, but it may also affect other control
loops due to their physical interactions. For example, the
command u3 in SEDS does not only affect the tower liquid
level y3, but also the tower temperature y1, because more
intake of cold materials will cool the tower more. As a result,
both y1 and y3 are likely to be matched with u3. In general, if a
control system has two or more closely coupled components,
it may happen that a command node u∗k is matched to multiple
sensor nodes y js of different e

y j
si s edges, thus violating that

the in-degree of a command node should be 1. We call the
command node u∗k being matched to multiple y js the repeated
command node. For a repeated command node u∗k , we delete
its edges from G by keeping only the edge with the maximal
weight. An example of the repeated node is u3 of SEDS, which
could be potentially matched to both y1 and y3. PLC-Sleuth
eventually removes eu3

y1 because wu3
y1 < wu3

y3 .
After addressing all repeated command nodes,

PLC-Sleuth repeats Step-II and III for the remaining
unmatched y j and uk, until all edges in Ey

s , or their corre-
sponding sensor reading nodes y js more specifically, are
matched with a command node uk.

4.1.3 Identifying Edge Set for PLCs with Multiple Feed-
back Loops

Many real-world control systems use control loops with cou-
pled feedback channels — such as cascade control and ratio
control [18, 25] — to improve their efficiency. These coupled
loops usually operate in a master-slave manner, as illustrated
in Fig. 10. Taking SEDS as an example, to stabilize the reflux
temperature at a setpoint level, we can deploy another temper-
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Figure 10: Examples of coupled feedback control schemes.

ature controller TC to SEDS’s Loop-#2 to adjust, in real-time,
FC’s setpoint, making FC the slave controller of TC.

Transfer node rm ∈ R, where R⊂U , is introduced to con-
struct the control graph with coupled feedback channels,
which is responsible for transferring control commands from
master to slave loops (e.g., r2 in Fig. 10). Note that most trans-
fer nodes also act as setpoints of the slave loops. We refer to
transfer nodes that do not act as the setpoints of slave loops
as transmit nodes. PLC-Sleuth identify R from U. Specifi-
cally, each control loop of a PLC generates a corresponding
command, all of which form U. Also, only a subset of U are
sent to actuators in the coupled feedback control 1, and the
remaining commands form the transfer node set R.

In the following, we explain how PLC-Sleuth constructs
the control graph for these multiple channels feedback loops.

• Step-IV: Constructing the Master Loops. Master loops
are those containing a setpoint node in S. We construct a
control graph for the master loops from node set {S, Y , R}.
The identification of error edges in Ey

s of master loops is done
in the same way as Step-I. Also, the command edges in Er

y in
master loops are identified similarly as in Step-II and III, by
replacing node uk ∈ U with node rm ∈ R.

• Step-V: Constructing the Slave Loops. The control graph
for slave loops is constructed from node set {R, Y and U−R}.
Error edges in Ey

r of slave loops are identified similarly to
Step-I, by replacing Eq.(3) with w(y1,··· ,yd)

rm = min{|∑L
t=1(rm−

f (y1, · · · ,yd))|, |∑L
t=1(rm ∗ rn − f (y1, · · · ,yd))|}. This step

identifies the sensor node ỹ j (and r̃n as well if the ratio control
scheme exists) for the transfer node r̃m. Transfer nodes that
are not matched with a sensor node are treated as transmit
nodes. Based on the identified edges from set R to set Y , com-
mand edges in Eu

y of slave loops are identified with the same
approach as in Step-II and III.

• Step-VI: Combining the Control Loops. Master and
slave loops are combined using transfer nodes in R. When a
sensor node ỹj in the master loop is matched to a transmit
node r̂n, which transfers the control command but does not
act as a slave setpoint, we further match r̂n with a slave
setpoint node r̃m with the maximal wr̃m

r̂n
(calculated with

Eq. (7)) in all the {r̂n, rm} pairs. For the command edge

1Actuators will send received commands back to SCADA system [26,27].

er̃m
ỹj

of master loop not constructed by the transmit node, the
sensor node ỹj is matched directly to the setpoint node r̃m
of the slave loop. This process terminates when each of the
transfer node rm of the command edge erm

yj
in master loop is

matched with a slave loop. Then, by comparing the weights
of wũk

ỹ j
and wr̃m

ỹ j
(or wr̂n

ỹ j
), we determine the specific control

graph (i.e., single feedback loops or multiple feedback loops)
to which the nodes s̃i, ỹ j, r̃m, r̂n, ũk belong.

4.2 Detection/Localization of PLC Intrusions
PLC-Sleuth then detects/localizes, at runtime, PLC intru-
sions using an online norm model constructed using G .

As illustrated in Sec. 2.3, tampering the control command
will violate the control invariants between commands and the
corresponding measurements. The violations of control invari-
ants will be observed as the changes of weights in G(V,E,W).
PLC-Sleuth uses a sliding window T to construct an online
detector that monitors the weights of edges in Eu

y , by:

wuk
y j
(t) =

I(xi([t−T, t]),∆uk([t−T, t]))
H(∆uk([t−T, t]))

, (8)

where xi([t−T, t]) corresponds to control errors of y j(t) in
window T and uk([t−T, t]) denotes the PLC’s control com-
mands in the same window.
Intrusion Detection. PLC-Sleuth uses a memory-based
method, such as the nonparametric CUmulative SUM
(CUSUM) [28], to alarm operators if an anomaly is detected
in Eq.(8). CUSUM is defined recursively as

S0 = 0 and St = max(0, St−1 + |νt−1|−δ), (9)

where νt is the weight error from the expected value ŵuk
y j (t),

defined as
νt = wuk

y j
(t)− ŵuk

y j
(t), (10)

and δ is a small positive constant, set as δ > |νt−1| when
the system operates normally, preventing St from increasing
persistently. An alarm is triggered whenever St is larger than
a pre-defined threshold, i.e.,

St > µ, (11)

at which time the detection will be reset with St = 0.
Intrusion Localization. It is trivial to localize the forged
command if only one abnormal edge is detected, i.e., the
command responsible for that edge is compromised. When
multiple anomalies are detected, PLC-Sleuth localizes the
forged command as the one triggering the anomaly alarm first.
This greedy strategy is intuitive because cascaded anomalies
require a longer time to cause instability to control systems,
when compared to the directly forged command. This can be
well-justified using SEDS as an example: the forged ua

2 in
Eq. (2) first degrades the stability of the ethanol reflux in Loop-
#2, causing alarms at edge eu2

y2 , and then further oscillates the
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Table 1: Weight of SEDS’s command edges obtained with different weighing schemes.
Metric K2 LL MDL MI PLC-Sleuth

Score

u1 u2 u3 u1 u2 u3 u1 u2 u3 u1 u2 u3 u1 u2 u3
y1 38918 37101 145 -31778 -27892 -6405 5183 13628 82 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.75 0.08 0.12
y2 39006 42114 37 -31253 -20940 -6484 -4256 10942 -100 0.06 0.27 0.02 0.14 0.85 0.40
y3 41192 37648 5373 -24187 -24796 -787 -12723 -9470 5420 0.27 0.13 0.88 0.50 0.51 0.97
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Figure 11: Constructing SEDS’s control graph.

liquid level y3 in Loop-#3 through fluid transportation, which
may induce alarms at edge eu3

y3 after the first alarm is triggered.
This way, PLC-Sleuth localizes the forged command as the
one controlling Loop-#2.

5 Evaluation

We have evaluated PLC-Sleuth using both SEDS and a sim-
ulated Tennessee Eastman (TE) process, which is a represen-
tative benchmark of continuous chemical processes [29].

5.1 Methodology
Our evaluation of PLC-Sleuth consists of two parts. We first
evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s construction of the control graph by
comparing it with the cases when defining wuk

y j ∈W u
y using

four other metrics proposed in structure learning: (i) Bayesian
scoring metric K2 [30], (ii) Log-likelihood (LL) [31], (iii)
Minimum Description Length (MDL) [32], and (iv) Mutual
information (MI) in Eq.(4). Then, we evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s
intrusion detection/localization under two attack scenarios:

• Attack-1: a control command injection attack imple-
mented by injecting time-varied values to the PIO table
(including those of only slight deviations from normal com-
mands) and tampering the control algorithm parameters.

• Attack-2: a cooperative stealthy attack atop of Attack-1
by replaying normal sensor measurements during attack.

5.2 Evaluation with SEDS
We first evaluate PLC-Sleuth using SEDS.

5.2.1 Constructing SEDS’s Control Graph

We first examine if PLC-Sleuth is able to accurately con-
struct SEDS’s control graph.
Data Collection. We logged a 9.8h operation of SEDS using
its SCADA system, during which a total number of 17 vari-
ables are collected at 2Hz, including 3 setpoint variables (i.e.,

|S|= 3), 11 sensor variables (i.e., |Y|= 11), and 3 command
variables (i.e., |U| = 3). We then use these logs to evaluate
PLC-Sleuth’s construction of the control graph. Note SEDS
has three decoupled single feedback loops, as shown in Fig. 7.
Accuracy of Graph Construction. With a training data of
2h, Table 1 compares the weights of euk

y j s (i.e., wuk
y j s) of SEDS

obtained with PLC-Sleuth and when using K2, LL, MDL,
and MI as the weighting metric, showing:

• PLC-Sleuth identifies SEDS’s command edges eu
ys accu-

rately and without repeated edges;

• K2 and MDL fail to identify the command edges correctly,
due to the falsely matched edges of {eu3

y1 , eu1
y3 } and {eu2

y1 ,
eu1

y2 }, respectively;

• Although LL and MI also match sensor nodes to their cor-
responding command nodes successfully, they cannot accu-
rately characterize the correlation strength between nodes
u1 and y1, as evident by their results of wu1

y1 < wu1
y3 .

We have further evaluated PLC-Sleuth with varying vol-
umes of training data, as plotted in Fig. 11, where the accu-
racy is averaged over 1,000 runs by randomly selecting the
start time of training sequences from the 9.8h system logs.
PLC-Sleuth’s accuracy of graph construction outperforms
all other four weighting schemes, and increases with a longer
training data — achieving 100% when being trained with a
system log of 0.5h.

5.2.2 Intrusion Detection/Localization with SEDS

We next evaluate PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detec-
tion/localization under two attack scenarios. The command
injection attacks are launched in two ways, i.e., replacing
output command series with designed attack vector in
PIO table (e.g., replacing u2 = [0.2757,0.2762,0.2766]
with ua

2 = [0.2967,0.2968,0.2969]), and tampering param-
eters of control rules (e.g., changing Kp in the rule of
∆u2 = −Kp(∆x2 + 0.17× x2) from Kp = 0.01 to Ka

p = 0.1).
Each of the control loop is attacked 10 times, i.e., a total
number of 10×3 = 30 attacks are mounted to SEDS. Besides,
by replaying the corresponding sensor’s normal logs, we
mount another 10×3 = 30 cooperative stealthy attacks.
Detection/Localization Accuracy. Table 2 lists the evalua-
tion results, showing that PLC-Sleuth achieves an average
of 98.33%/0.85‰ true/false positive (TP/FP) alarm rate, and
localizes the forged command with 93.22% (i.e., 55 out of
59) positive predictive value (PPV).
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Figure 12: Detecting the two attacks mounted at SEDS’s three control loops.

Table 2: Evaluating PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detec-
tion/localization using SEDS.

Loop Attack-1 Attack-2
No. TP FP PPV TP FP PPV
#1 100% 1.3‰ 90% 90% 1.3‰ 66.7%
#2 100% 0.35‰ 100% 100% 0.35‰ 100%
#3 100% 0.26‰ 100% 100% 0.26‰ 100%

1 Detection parameters: T = 500 for Loop-#1 and Loop-#2, T = 4000 for Loop-
#3; µ = 7.5; τ = 5.
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Figure 13: Applying PLC-Sleuth to SEDS with varying de-
tection window and threshold.

• Attack-1. The injected forged command incurs instability to
SEDS’s distillation process, as shown with the red dashed
line of the upper subplots in Fig. 12. PLC-Sleuth detects
the weight changes of the monitored edges immediately
after the attack, and thus triggers alarms. Among the 10
command injection attacks against the tower level loop,
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) plot PLC-Sleuth’s detection results
with various configurations of detection window (T ) and
threshold (µ). Increase of the threshold value hardly affects
the TP rate, but reduces FP alarms noticeably. However, a
larger detection window causes a relatively lower TP rate
due to its insensitivity to parameter changing attacks.

• Attack-2. The cooperatively replayed sensor logs hide at-
tacks from the operators, as shown with the purple dotted
line of the upper subplots in Fig. 12. However, the mon-
itored weight deviates from its normal value noticeably.
Note that one missed TP alarm occurs to Loop-#1, (i.e., the
temperature loop), which has a long control cycle of 1,800s,
causing insensitive variation to variables’ correlation. The
PPV of localization for Loop-#1 is relatively low (when
compared to Loop-2 and 3) for the same reason.

Detection Latency. We have also examined PLC-Sleuth’s

latency in detecting the PLC intrusions. Although a delay ex-
ists for an attack to physically disturb the system, the weight
of control graph changes instantly when the attack is launched,
as shown in the middle subplots of Fig. 12. As a result,
PLC-Sleuth detects these attacks with a short latency, e.g.,
{50, 12.5, 10.5}s for attacks in Fig. 12(a), 12(b), and 12(c),
respectively. Besides, Fig. 13(c) shows that a larger detection
threshold increases the detection latency. On the other hand,
the detection latency decreases with a larger detection win-
dow T , because a larger time window facilitates PLC-Sleuth
capturing the control invariant (i.e., weight wuk

y j ) more reliably.

5.3 Evaluation with TE Process
To further evaluate PLC-Sleuth when being deployed at a
large-scale control system, we implement PLC-Sleuth on
a realistically simulated TE process (see Fig. 21 in Ap-
pendix) [33]. The TE process contains 12 setpoint variables
in S, 41 measurement variables in Y , 12 terminal command
variables in U, and 14 transfer variables in R. These variables
together form 17 feedback loops, 16 of which form 7 multiple
feedback loops.

5.3.1 Constructing TE’s Control Graph

Again, we first examine PLC-Sleuth’s accuracy of construct-
ing TE’s control graph.
Data collection. Simulating the TE process with Matlab, we
obtained a 72h training data logged at 1.8Hz. The (correctly)
constructed control graph is shown in Fig. 14, in which a total
number of 45 edges need to be identified.
Accuracy of Graph Construction. We have evaluated
PLC-Sleuth with various volumes of training data in dif-
ferent running periods. Fig. 15 plots the results averaged over
1,000 runs.PLC-Sleuth’s graph construction achieves a high
accuracy of 95.76% even when being trained with only a short
trace of 2h, which increases further with a larger volume of
training data. The average accuracy reaches 98.11% with a
20h training data, i.e., PLC-Sleuth accurately identifies al-
most all of TE’s 45 edges. Note that the construction errors
mainly occur at transfer variables, because of the similarities
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Figure 15: Constructing the TE process’s control graph.

between transfer nodes and transmit nodes (e.g., mismatching
r2 to y40 in Fig. 14). Fig. 15 also plots the results of con-
trol graph construction when using different metrics as wuk

y j ,
showing that PLC-Sleuth achieves the highest construction
accuracy.

5.3.2 Intrusion Detection/Localization with TE

We next examine PLC-Sleuth’s intrusion detec-
tion/localization with two attack scenarios in TE. Each
of the 17 loops is attacked for 10 times in both scenarios.
PLC-Sleuth detects attacks with 100% TP alarm rate,
without any FP alarms. For the 340 alarms, PLC-Sleuth
localizes the forged command with a PPV of 96.76% (i.e.,
329 out of 340). Detailed detecting/localizing results of the
17×10×2 = 340 attacks are listed in Table 3 of Appendix.

• Attack-1. The forged time series, which are generated by
(i) adding random noise to normal output commands, and
(ii) mixing constant values with random white noises to
hide the attack, are injected to each of the 17 control loops.
Fig. 16 plots the weight wuk

y j under the four example attacks.
We can see that the weights of all the edges euk

y j correspond-
ing to the compromised control loops change due to the
attack, making them detectable by PLC-Sleuth. Figs. 23(a)
and 23(b) in Appendix present a visualization of the weight
change. We further evaluate the impacts of detection win-
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Figure 17: Impact of the detection window (T ) and threshold
(µ) on PLC-Sleuth’s attack detection for the reactor level
control in TE.

dow and threshold using the 10 attacks against the TE’s
reactor level control, as plotted in Fig. 17, showing that de-
tection window and threshold have limited impacts on the
TP/FP rate, but have significant influence on the detection
latency — the detection latency is inversely proportional
to the window size. This is because the detection data with
a long period of logs is able to capture better the normal
command weight and thus identify the anomalies.

• Attack-2. By injecting the forged command ua into each
control loop and replacing the sensor measurements with
their historical normal records, another 17×10 = 170 at-
tacks are performed. These attacks have similar impacts on
the TE process as with Attack-1. The monitored weight wuk

y j

changes significantly regardless of the replayed sensor mea-
surements, as plotted in Fig. 16 and visualized in Figs. 23(a)
and 23(c) in Appendix. Note PLC-Sleuth detects Attack-2
against the reactor pressure control loop with {100%,0%}
true/false positives, as long as the deviation from normal
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Figure 18: PLC-Sleuth’s sensitivity to deviations from the
normal commands for the reactor pressure control in TE.

commands (defined as ∑ |ua(k)−u(k)|/∑u(k)×100%) is
larger than 0.12%, as shown in Fig. 18(a). Fig. 18(b) visu-
alizes the weight change with a 0.16% deviation.

5.3.3 Tolerance to Inaccurate Control Graph

We examine PLC-Sleuth’s tolerance to the few cases of inac-
curately constructed control graph. With PLC-Sleuth, falsely
matched edges mainly occur at control loops containing trans-
fer variables, which we call inner-loop fault, such as the edge
connecting node y40 to r2 in Fig. 14. For the control graph
constructed by other learning metrics, falsely matched edges
also include the pairs of nodes from different control loops,
which we call the inter-loop fault, such as edge connecting
node y11 to u8 in Fig. 14. Fig. 19 shows detection results
under the two attack scenarios, by using the control graph
with two different construction errors. The control graph with
inner-loop construction faults still detects the attack, although
with a higher FP rate; the one with inter-loop faults, however,
is not applicable anymore.

6 Discussion

Stealthy sensor attack. Orthogonal to the targeted cooper-
ative stealthy attacks of PLC-Sleuth, the stealthy sensor at-
tacks have been investigated extensively [34–36], which can
be detected effectively using process invariants defined using
the correlations among sensors [28, 37–39].

Sophisticated Evasive Attacks. To evade PLC-Sleuth, so-
phisticated attackers may carefully forge sensor logs to make
them consistent with expected correlations with the forged
commands. However, it can be challenging to launch such an
attack in practice. First, the attacker would need deep knowl-
edge of not only pairs of correlated variables in the same
control loop but also the control algorithm that governs their
detailed relationships. Second, control loops are interdepen-
dent by the laws of physics, thus it is hard for the attacker
to mimic sensors’ behavior, as he needs to jointly model all
the relevant control loops. These limitations make the further
characterization of evasive cooperative stealthy attacks an
interesting topic for future research.
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Figure 19: Weights of the two types of the false matched
edges under the two attacks scenarios.

7 Related work

PLC attacks. Systematic attacks against PLC have been re-
ported. PLC firmware, providing an interface between user
program and PLC input/output modules, has been attacked
in [8, 11, 40]. The compromised firmware separates legiti-
mate control rules from the physical process. A “ladder logic
bombs”, instantiated in IEC 61131-3 languages, was designed
against a PLC user program to activate malicious behaviour
under pre-defined conditions [41]. Besides, a dynamic pay-
load generation against the target physical process has been
proposed in [42] and enhanced by [6]. They generated the
malicious payloads automatically.

Detecting PLC attacks. Against PLCs’ attacks, many de-
tection methods have been proposed based on the following
methodologies: program analysis and system modeling. Pro-
gram analysis based detections [43–46] monitor the control
flow integrity (CFI) when controller is processing. However,
the CFI checking is time-consuming, which renders it unsuit-
able for real-time detection in many situations [47]. System
modeling methods that characterize variables’ static invariants
have been investigated [37, 48–52]. Further efforts have also
been made to build dynamic models/invariants [39, 53–55].
In comparison, PLC-Sleuth also mines dynamic invariants
but does so using significantly less a priori knowledge.

8 Conclusion

We have proposed PLC-Sleuth, a novel attack detec-
tion/localization scheme grounded on a PLC’s control graph
G . The control graph describes a control invariant of PLC,
with the inherent and essential characteristics of control loops.
Using the constructed control graph, PLC-Sleuth flags and
localizes attacks when weights in G deviates from the norm.
Evaluation results using SEDS and TE process show that
PLC-Sleuth can construct control graph with high accu-
racy (100% with a log of 0.5h for SEDS and 98.11% with a
log of 20h for TE process). PLC-Sleuth achieves detection
true/false positives of {98.33%, 0.85‰} for SEDS, and of
{100%, 0%} for TE process. In terms of attack localization,
PLC-Sleuth localizes the forged command with a {93.22,
96.76}% accuracy for SEDS and TE process, respectively.
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Appendix

Patterns of SCADA logs

SCADA logs present obvious three kinds of patterns, which
correspond to the 3 defined node sets:

• Setpoint set S. Setpoint variables are of constant values,
shown in Figs. 20(a)-20(c);

• Sensor set Y . Sensor readings are of consistent and small
vibrations, shown in Figs. 20(d)-20(n).

• Command set U. Control commands are of continu-
ous/smooth values, as shown in Figs. 20(o)-20(q).

Evaluating PLC-Sleuth on TE

Tennessee Eastman (TE) process, as shown in Fig. 21, is
widely used for evaluating threats and protection methods
designed for cyber physical systems.

We deploy the command injection attack and the cooper-
ative stealthy attack on the 17 control loops of TE. Fig. 22
shows the impacts of four example attacks.

As a typical control system, the control commands in TE
have strong correlations with the concomitant sensor readings,
shown as the black line in Fig. 23. This correlations can
be quantified as command weights wuk

yj s. However, the two
scenarios of attacks both damage the correlations and cause
command weights’ variation, shown as the red and purple line
in Fig. 23.

By utilizing the variation of command weights,
PLC-Sleuth detects attacks with {100%/0%} true/false
positives, and localizes the compromised control loops with
96.76% accuracy. Details of the detection/localization results
are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 20: Different patterns of setpoints, sensors, commands variables in SEDS.
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(a) unstable reactor temperature; (b) stopped reactor level; (c)
dangerous reactor pressure; (d) degraded product quality.
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Table 3: Evaluating PLC-Sleuth’s attack detection and localization with the TE process.
Compromised

Controlled variable� Command variable�
Detection Localization

Control loop command injection stealthy attack command stealthy
Number TP rate FP rate TP rate FP rate injection attack

1 A feed rate xmv(3) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
2 D feed rate xmv(1) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
3 E feed rate xmv(2) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
4 C feed rate xmv(4) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 50%
5 Purge rate xmv(6) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
6 Sep.liq.rate xmv(7) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
7 Strip.liq.rate xmv(8) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
8 Production rate Fp 100% 0 100% 0 80% 80%
9 Strip.liq.level Ratio in loop 7 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%

10 Sep.liq.level Ratio in loop 6 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
11 Reac.liq.level Setpoint of loop 17 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
12 Reac.pres Ratio in loop 5 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
13 Mol%G in stream 11 Ead j 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
14 yA Ratio in loop 1,r1 100% 0 100% 0 100% 90%
15 yAC Sum of r1 + r

′
4 100% 0 100% 0 100% 90%

16 Reac.temp xmv(10) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%
17 Sep.temp xmv(11) 100% 0 100% 0 100% 100%

� Controlled variables and command variables are defined in [29, 33].
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